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Oasis kids
head to
Fla. Keys
By Doug White
Nest co-editor
All year long the students, parents
and staff of the Oasis Program have held
car washes, bake sales and rummage
sales in an effort to raise money for their
program.
Thanks to their efforts, eleven students, four staff members and one parent
are headed for the Florida Keys for an
educational research camping excursion.
Debbie Rice is thrilled. The interim
director of Oasis, the on-campus dropout
prevention program for eighth-graders,
said she's glad the students will get to see
the fruits of their labor.
"They've worked hard for this," Rice
said. "The students, parents and staff
really work together."
The students will conduct coral reef
research and identify the animal and
marine life they encounter on the fiveday trip. The students are also required to
keep a journal about their experiences.
Rice said the trip gives the students
an opportunity to challenge their fears in
a comfortable group setting, while
enabling them to gain both academic and
life skills.
"The challenges lead the students to
go beyond their comfort level," Rice
said.
"The trip provides a wonderful
opportunity for the students to experience
the ecology and the marine habitats
themselves, rather than just reading about
it in their textbooks."
In past years, Oasis has taken students on trips to Key Largo, the
Bahamas, and Washington, DC.
This year's trip is being financed with
the help of the student fundraisers, and
the program's annual Bowl-A-Thon,
which raised $11,000. The students leave
for the Keys in their brand new school
bus on April24 and return April 29.
"It's a real privilege to be able to do
this," Rice said. "Most of the students
have never been to the Keys or gone on
an educational trip with their teachers."

JFK exhibit extended at FIM
By Cary Wimer
Nest contributor
If you haven't had the opportunity to
visit the Florida International Museum's
JFK exhibit, don't worry because the
museum plans to make the Kennedy galleries part of its permanent collection.
Originally, the exhibit was scheduled
to run from Nov. 12, 1999 through May
29, 2000. With previous shows, Treasures
of the Czars, Splendors of Ancient Egypt,
Alexander the Great, Titanic and Empires
of Mystery, artifacts had to be borrowed
from different sources and returned.
Now, for the first time, the museum has
acquired a collection of its own through a
30-year lease.
According Wayne Atherholt, director
of marketing and public relations, the
most expensive part of hosting an exhibit
is tearing down and rebuilding the galleries. "The museum is literally bulldozed
on the inside. The floor comes up and the
walls come down," Atherholt said.
Now, acquiring the artifacts will be the
most expensive part of putting together an

exhibit. The museum will have some in
that area, though. In a statement released
April 17, the museum announced its affiliation with the Smithsonian Institute in
Washington, D.C. According to Wendy
Crowder, a museum employee, the
Smithsonian will be given space in the
museum and will loan out various artifacts.
For the JFK exhibit, the majority of
the objects on display were acquired
through Robert White, a collector of
Kennedy memorabilia. As a youngster,
fascinated with JFK, White wrote to
Evelyn Lincoln, JFK's secretary, in search
of small mementos. Lincoln was so
impressed with his letter that she began
sending him various souvenirs. White,
continued to collect Kennedy memorabilia over the years until his childhood fvcation became a permanent display for
everyone to enjoy.
Since it opening in November, the
exhibit has received mixed reviews. Dr.
Ray Arsenault, a history professor at USF,
said "although the collection was enjoyable and worth seeing, it didn't answer the

Graduating?
Here's info you need

big questions and needed more context."
One item in the collection that
Arsenault felt deserved more explanation
was the correspondence between a
reporter, lnga Arvads, and JFK during
World War D. According to Arsenault,
Arvads was an alleged spy and could have
ruined JFK's political career.
Arsenault also said the museum
should have focused more on the historical approach and less on Kennedy as a
celebrity. For example, personal articles
like toenail clippers, wallets and Harvard
ashtrays don't necessarily appeal to a historian like Arsenault, but they might be
what a Kennedy fan would appreciate.

The museum is located at 100 Second
Street North in downtown St. Petersburg
and is open daily from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
with no one admitted after 5 p.m. Tickets
cost $13.95 for adults, $12.95 for seniors,
$7.95 for college students, $5.95 for children 6-18 and free for children under 6.
For more information call (727) 8211448.
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Graduation regalia will be available for purchase April 25- May 3
in the Bayboro campus bookstore from 9 a.m. - 6 p .m. ,
Monday through Thursday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday.
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Graduation Celebration 2000 will be held
in the CAC immdiately folioing the
Commencement ceremony. Live music and
refreshments for graduates and their families.
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Dean's aide balances politics, job
By Therese Mattioli
Nest contributor
Shortly after being hired in October
1999, Charles Justice, special assistant to
USF St. Petersburg campus dean Bill
Heller, followed the chain of command
and notified the university of his desire to
run for a seat in the Florida House of
Representatives.
In a letter dated Dec. 17, 1999, USF
Vice Provost Tennyson Wright responded
to Justice's fonnal notification "Based on
a discussion with Dean Bill Heller,"

to take all reasonable steps to avoid conveying the impression that you are an
agent or representative of the University
and avoid even the appearance of a conflict in this regard. It will be important to
ensure that no campaign activities are conducted using university resources ..." His
correspondence to Justice concluded with,
"Best wishes for a successful campaign."
Fast-forward to April 2000. On the
heels of new university president Judy
Genshaft's arrival, David Shem, dean of
USF's Louse de Ia Parte Florida Mental

"Ifyou are following the rules, following policy,
and it isn't interfering with your job, why prohibit
someone from serving public office?"

-

USF employee Charles Justice
on his political candidacy

Wright noted, "it appears as if a work
schedule can be developed that will allow
you to maintain employment with the university while seeking public office ..."
uT..;~l.+'~ letter continued. " ... vou need

Health Institute, fired employee Mary
Brennan because she is running for public
office. Specifically, she is a Democrat running for public office. So is Charles

Justice. But, Justice isn't alone. Larry
McLaughlin another Democrat, also has a
history of political involvement during his
tenure with the university, currently serv-

"It creates the appearance that the university is a
halfway house for Democratic candidates."

-

Political science professor Darryl Paulson

ing as director of program development for
Educational Outreach. One may question
why Brennan was let go, while Justice and
McLaughlin stay on, but Brennan's case is
not the issue. The issue is the university's
policy on political activism on the part of
its employees. The issue is the impression
the university is making on the great political wheel turning up in Tallahassee.
Heller believes the university should
encourage its employees to participate in
the political process. "We should make
sure there are no conflicts, that there is no
use of the university as a pulpit, but this
ought to be a place that should encourage
community service and public office."
He said there are rules and regulations
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Your searchfor that "hard-to-jind" book
ends when you dial our number!
We'll use our vast resources to locate
exactly what you've been searching for.
And, we'll gladly special order it.
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within university policy that protect the individual and the university, non-prohibitive policies,
which are all designed to let peo-

Bayboro Books
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Mon.-Fri. 10-6
Sat. 11-3

pie know they can't use their job
as a platfonn.
"Somebody has to be involved
in government," Heller said, "and
if you have someone who seems
to be acceptable, who is interested, who fulfills a political purpose, it isn't inappropriate."
As for Brennan's situation,
Heller believes that "people may
have overreacted. There is no evidence that she was promoting herself through her job, and anyone
who really knows her knows she wouldn't
do that."
Stepping into Justice's near closetsized office, one sees the nonnal accouterments of university administration. Stacks
of USF correspondence and paperwork, a
bookcase shelved with policy manuals and
three-ringed, labeled binders. There is not
so much as a campaign sticker, a business
card, anything, that reflects Justice's
"other" life as a candidate.
His "day" job as assistant to the dean,
and his "nights and weekends" job as
political candidate are separated with surgical precision. He carries a cell phone, his
own cell phone, so he can make candidaterelated calls on his lunch hour. He ticks off
a list of campaign meetings and appointments scheduled for after 6 p.m.
With a chuckle, he speaks of walking
the community door-to-door on Saturdays.
Noticeably absent from the conversation is
any reference to his politics, or his agenda
as a candidate.
"On Sunday, after church, Kathy (his
wife) and I regroup," he said. "It's our big
organization day. We plan for the next
week. It's like living a second life. We
decided that it was something we wanted
to do, that it is important, and for now
we're willing to do this."
When Brennan called him to discuss
her firing, Justice admits, "For a second I
thought, I guess I might have to get another job." But the situation hasn't required
such drastic measures.
Justice has been involved with the university for years both as a student and an
employee. He and Heller got to know each
other when Justice worked as an assistant
in the university advancement office while
pursuing an undergraduate degree.
The two remained friends after Justice
left USF to work for Lars Hafner, another
public official who also enjoys a career in
education. While in office, Hafner
instructed at St. Petersburg Junior College.
Justice joined Heller's staff in October,
filling a vacated grant-funded position that
ties the university with public schools.

Justice conJinued on page 4
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Librarians question Web filtering
By Chris Curry
Nest staff writer

~

Florida Library Association, also spoke out
in opposition to filtering as an act of censorship which threatens intellectual freedom.
But the program's third panelist,
Tampa-Hillsborough Public Library
Director Joe Stines offered a different perspective on the filtering issue. He said that
while he opposes censorship, filtering
seems to be the only current solution to
keep children from being exposed to the
vast amount of obscene material available
on the Internet. All schools in Hillsborough
County and every library except the downtown branch currently use the WebSense
filter.
Prior to the lecture, Harmon joined USF
St. Petersburg faculty, staff and students for
the "Hidden Curriculum," luncheon held in
Davis 130. Mass communications professor Jay Black, coordinator of the Program
for Ethics in Education and Community,
described the luncheon as an opportunity
for the campus community to discuss issues
that affect them all, but are rarely discussed.
The Internet was also the subject at the
afternoon luncheon, which drew a crowd of
more than 40 faculty and staff and two students. But this discussion focused on the
well-documented problem of college students using the Web to purchase term
papers and plagiarize material.
Arsenault showed the group a series of
slides highlighting some of the more popu-

Jar sites available on the Internet. "This one
is particularly beguiling," Arsenault said of
the infamous cheathouse.com. "It even has
a link to how to cheat on an exam," she
said.

't ):The semester-long Cole Ethics
IR!~ Lecture Series wrapped up April 17
with a discussion of a contemporary
I, · dilemma, Internet ethics.
"
•
•
Cathy Arsenault, acting director
The Fzrst Amendment IS
of the USF St. Petersburg Nelson
something that must be
defended
d A d
Poynter Memorial Library, and a
panel of three visiting librarians
every ay. n
that defense is not always
addressed an audience of students,
faculty and community members at
easy. "
the Campus Activities Center on the
controversial practice of Internet filtering.
Charles Harmon '
Filtering is a practice in which software is
ethics chair for the
installed in computers at schools and
American Library
libraries in order to restrict or deny access
Association on
to pornographic or violent web sites.
Charles Harmon, the ethics chairman
Internet filtering
for the American Library Association, told
After the presentation, faculty members
the audience that while the growing amount
of hate speech, sexually explicit material
voiced their concerns, and in some cases
and violent content available on the
their frustrations over the problem of piaInternet signals a disturbing trend, the ALA
giarism on the Internet. One problem raised
opposes filtering as an unconstitutional act
in the discussion was that some students go
of censorship. Harmon said that most
through four years of college and never
librarians fight censorship because it
learn the proper way to cite sources in a
obstructs the free flow of ideas and a
term paper.
"People don't know how to reference
patron's right to read in a library.
"The First Amendment is something
and when you don't know how to reference
that must be defended every day," Harmon
you plagiarize," said management professaid, "and that defense is not always easy."
sor Scott Geiger. "I had a senior who came
Dr. Lawrence Miller, chairman of the
to me and said, 'If we quote someone do we
intellectual freedom committee for the
have to put it in quotes in the paper?"'
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - ---,
Florida has been dominated by Republicans gests discontinuing the university policy of
in the legislature, and if the university is discretionary hirings so the .university can
taking the position of being a halfway take the position that it will only hire indicontinuedfrom page 3
house for Democrats, what we have done is viduals through the normal hiring process,
For $35,000 a year, Justice coordinates
alienate the majority party," said Paulson, which means a competitive hiring process.
research on dropout prevention which
adding that in this case the Republicans Also, if the university likes to hire people
Heller presents at the Southeastern
could be upset based an appearance of with a political background, the hiring
Regional Vision in Education conference
favoritism. "l"ve spoken to Republican should be balanced between the parties so
each year. He also "represents" Heller at
officials in Pinellas County and if you look there is not the appearance of favoritism."
meetings if the dean is tied up with other
at what happened to Mary Brennan, it is
"The way things are being done now
obligations. "With my history as a legislaclear that is what they think appears to be creates more problems than benefits,"
tive aide, I'm comfortable around the pubthe case."
Paulson said. "For example, the university
lic, being in the community," Justice said.
The question, Paulson posits, is why now faces a possibility of a lawsuit by
Justice isn't concerned about mixing his
would the university hire politically mind- Mary Brennan and it could have been
university obligations with his dreams for
ed individuals who might run for public avoided. It could be said that these active
public office.
office?
politicians are using their position to pro"The legislature is technically a part"Everyone knew the background of vide outside income while running for
time position. Legislators make about
these individuals," Paulson said. "We knew office. What we need to look at is the atti$26,000 per year, and rarely do you see a
Mary Brennan's background, and we knew tudes of the general public when the uniperson who does it without other work. It
Charlie Justice was going to run. In the case versity hires people whose skills are politicomes down to spending two months in
of Brennan, she had developed certain cal rather than educational."
Tallahassee during session (April and
skills that were helpful to her position at
Justice contends that his political affiliMay), and occasionally weekends. It really
USF. A second explanation would be that ation or political ambitions had little to do
comes down to scheduling, using flex time,
you expect these individuals to run for with his hiring.
taking time off, just keeping open commu"Dean Heller and I have known each
political office, and if elected, you have
nication between yourself and your boss."
created a system whereby these individuals other for a long time, since I was a student,
Dr. Darryl Paulson, professor of govwill be very supportive, it will look like before I went to work for Lars (Hafner),
ernment, has different ideas of what it
they will owe the university something."
before I was political. We have been dismeans when university employees run for
Paulson continued, "If elected it will cussing my coming back to the university
political office. In Paulson's opinion,
look like we have a friend in Tallahassee, in some capacity since last spring.
regardless of whether it is intentional or
but you have to look at the other side of the
"There are agencies out there that pronot, the fact that all of the candidates who
coin, the real problem, the appearance of hibit their employees from running for
are running, or have run in the past, are
impropriety. What happens if they run, and office (such as the Census Bureau)," Justice
democrats is problematic.
some or all of them loose? I don't care what continues, "but if you are following the
"It creates the appearance that the unianyone says, the Republicans will remem- rules, following policy, and isn't interfering
versity is a halfway house for democratic
ber the favoritism. They could argue the with your job why prohibit someone from
candidates. In politics there needs to be a
university is offering the wherewithal to serving public office?"
sensitivity to impropriety, to creating the
launch campaigns against opponents."
Perhaps the university will find out next
appearance of impropriety. Since 1994,
To correct this impression, Paulson sug- session.

N
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Black said the easy access to tenn
papers on the Internet and the resolve of
faculty members to crack down on students
who cheat has created an unfortunate situation where professors and students are now
adversaries.
"I have a radical suggestion," Black
said. "What if we create an environment
where there's very little inclination to
cheat?" Black said one way to accomplish
this would be to instill a sense of responsibility in students.
·
Other faculty added that it was past time
to address hi-tech plagiarism as a campus.
"Our preferred method of dealing with
these things has been not to deal with
them," said business professor Ellen
Hufnagel.
Several potential solutions for the prob!em were offered. Upon Hufnagel's suggestion, Black circulated a sign-up sheet for a
committee on plagiarism comprised of faculty and staff. There was talk of the library
staff offering increased instruction on the
proper way to cite sources from the
Internet. Director of student affairs, Dr.
Stephen Ritch, said this will be part of the
curriculum for next fall's incoming freshmen.
Ritch also said that the creation of an
honor code might help. "An honor code
won't cure the problem, but it will show
people what values a university community
should honor, such as academic honesty."
Another suggestion was to circulate a
handout of the school's policy on what constitutes academic dishonesty to every student, an action many universities have
already taken. "Maybe there's one already
out there we can just copy," said history
professor and arts and sciences coordinator
David Carr.
Asked for his opinion on the forum,
Harmon said he thought many good points
were raised, especially the need to teach
students how to cite Internet materials
properly.
Both the luncheon and the lecture series
were presented by the campus' ethics task
force and the Program for Ethics in
Education and Community at USF St.
Petersburg, which filled the void left when
the University of South Florida's Ethics
Center moved to the Tampa campus last
fall.
The Ethics Center was founded by a
grant from former St. Petersburg Mayor Ed
Cole, which established an endowed chair
in ethics held by Ethics Center director and
USF philosophy department chairman
Peter French. French left that chair when
the Ethics Center moved to Tampa and
money that went toward his salary funded
the Cole Ethics Lectures.
"There's kind of an irony there," Black
said, "because when the Ethics Center was
here we had trouble getting money and now
that it leaves we have an operating budget."
Black rated the frrst semester of the
Cole Lectures series a success in terms of
attendance and audience participation.
When the Cole Lectures resume next
spring, Black plans on tying the series into
an ethics course where students attend the
programs and produce papers on the various topics covered.

Class indulges the artists within
school in Sarasota. One year a student
made a full-sized float for the Strawberry
Festival out of paper-mache. Then there
was the 10-ft.
paper-mache
dinosaur, a fullsized
papermache lion, and
even a papermache bicycle."
The classroom
is a reflection of
student creativity.
There are no
chalkboards, no
off-kilter rows of
uncomfortablelooking plastic
chairs with fakewood veneered
desktops. Artwork
dangles from the
ceiling, stands in
the comers, and
lines the walls like
3-D wallpaper.
Students sit in
groups of three or

By Therese Mattioli
Nest contributor
Taking an art class was a "pig" accomplishment for Michele Caraway, a 26year-old, finance major at USF St.
Petersburg. "I'm not very creative," said
Caraway, as she applies fmishing touches
to a very pink paper-mache pig she has
been working on for the last two classes.
The idea for the pig, she admits, was
inspired by one of her fmance-major
friends who suggested she make a piggy
bank. "I'm going to give it to one of my
nephews," she said, eyeing her project
with a bemused grin, adding, "if he'll take
it."
The three-credit class, Art For the
Child, has been offered at USF every
semester since 1991. The instructor, Tom
Oberly, is an artist who has been teaching
art classes at USF since 1981. "Primarily,"
said Oberly, "this is a class on how to
teach elementary education teachers how
to teach art, but lately I've seen a lot of
business majors as well. I think they enjoy
the release."
His students work in a variety of mediums from simple ceramics, which are fired
in a kiln on-sight, to paper-mache to painting to printing to drawing. They are
required to produce 10 to 15 projects over
the course of the semester. Each project
takes roughly one class period to complete.
Over the years Oberly has seen it all.
"I've taught students who are taking their
first art class since elementary school to
people who taught art at the Ringling

"We get to express ourselves with certain projects," said 21 -year-old elementary
education major, Todd McCarthy. This is

hang it up with a little card that
reads, 'Donate to Danielle's college
fund'. Hey, who knows, it might

.

Photo by Therese Mattioli

four,
cluste_red Michele Caraway shows off her paper-mache piggy bank created in the Art for the Child course.
together am1dst
paintbrushes, jars of paint, half-fmished his frrst art class. He made a clay elephant work," she adds with a laugh.
projects and art books. Conversation is that actually looks like an elephant. "I
Art For the Child isn't a course on art
light and familiar. As they work students heard they were good luck, and I have a appreciation or art theory. Students don't
share ideas, and seem to share their lives friend who likes them so I might give it spend much time discussing form or style,
with each other as they casually reach for away. I have some other stuff I did at unless it applies to their personal artwork.
a set of colored pencils, or a glue-pot. home, kind of on display, you know, just Oberly is supportive, knowledgeable, and
Artistic ability is discussed with a liberal sort of sitting around."
interested in getting the students in touch
self-debasement, and a suggestion of
Danielle Fontaine, 22, has much more with their creative process. He is helping
pride. No one, their tone implies, is trying practical plans for her paper-mache sun them along on their semester-long journey
to recreate the Mona Lisa.
creation. "I'm going to take it to work and of getting in touch with the artist within.

Kaplan students get into Law School.
Case closed.
9 out of 1 0 Kaplan LSAT students go
to one of their top 3 school choices.
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Keep up on the Bad stress can be
Sullivan bill
changed for good

The legislative turf war continues over State Sen. Don Sullivan's bill to cut
off the St. Petersburg campus from the USF and create a new and separate
"Suncoast University."
Sullivan's bill has drawn opposition from lawmakers who want to preserve
the status quo. Meanwhile, both the USF St. Petersburg Campus Advisory
Board and Student Government has weighed in on the matter by sending seperate letters of opposition to Sullivan.
The action in the last days of the legislative session can get fast and furious with bills that are seemingly dead rise phoenix-like from their own ashes,
while bills that seemed like sure bets to pass get lost in the shuffle.
If you want to keep tabs on what's going on through out the swnmer, sign
up for the USF listserv. Emaillistserv@listserv.admin.usf.edu. In the body of
your message type "Subscribe USFnews." They'll send you back a confirmation and give you instructions on how to post information.
Information on Sullivan's senate bill S-2448 and its companion house bill H-2247
are available at the Florida Legislature's web site. The address is www.leg.state.fl.us/.

To work or not

to work
By Tiger Edwards
Harvard Crimson (Harvard U .)
(U- WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass. It's not every day that your professor laughs at you. To prove a point
about gender inequality, my professor
asked all the guys in our class whether
anyone would consider staying home to
raise the kids. No one raised his hand.
The professor then added, "What about
any female students?" Again, no
response - until I slowly raised my
hand. The professor caught sight of me
and could not stop laughing. I looked
up, a bit shocked, a bit dismayed. First,
my professor is a woman herself. Next,
I thought educated men and women in a
psychology course would translate their
knowledge that the early years of every
child's life are a critical time to promote
development into a decision to spend
those years with them.
The entire experience, minus the
laughter, echoes a conversation I've
had several times, particularly with
female friends, as we approach graduation. It is challenging to fmd women (or
men) at Harvard who want to stay home
with their children. You'll never hear
me suggest women should be submissive, and I'm not about to defer to anyone about how my family will work. I
passionately want to be a doctor, yet I
am even more invested in raising my
future children. However, when talking
with my peers, I seem to be the only
one who views staying at home while
my children are young as a viable,
desirable option.
I want to be with my kids as they
grow up and would be even happier to
split the time at home with a like-minded husband. Not because I think working parents can't be great parents-in
fact, my mom raised us by herself,
worked full-time and never missed a
baseball game or concert. I was sur-

6
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prised when I walked her to her gate at
the airport on Sunday and asked what
she thought. "Tig," she said, "I wish I
could have stayed home with you." I
asked her why. She said she could have
been a better mom. "How?" "I could
have baked more cookies." I smiled and
told her I had plenty of cookies. I couldn't believe that my mom, who did an
amazing and unselfish job with us,
would doubt that for a second. She
showed me that any family and professional combination is feasible.
I hope I will be able to make the
choice to be at home while my children
grow up. Many mothers and fathers
struggle with long hours at multiple
jobs with inflexible hours to provide
homes for their families and do not
have the luxury of deciding to stay
home with their children. Conversely,
some women and men do not want to
stay home with their families full or
part time - also a valid choice.
What angers me is that just as we
once suggested "a woman's place is in
the home," we now see ourselves
entrapped by the need to be at work.
Women are not at college to land great
providers as they may once have been,
but to pursue careers and attain certain
lifestyles. Just think about how many
people would say you'd wasted the
opportunity of Harvard if all you wanted was to stay home with your kids.
Very few seem to consider raising
children a challenging, rewarding
choice, let alone a singularly important
goal. I would never advocate anyone,
female or male, sacrificing his or her
dreams to please their mate or children.
However, I do hope we've reached the
point where we can be creative enough
to conceive of ways to blend the joys
and hardships of the home with the rigors of the workplace. I'm a fmn believer in the credo that nec~ssity is the

By Sandy Blood
Nest contributor
Your heart· beats faster. You can't concentrate. You worry about things you can't
control. You feel jittery. Your stomach is
tense. You pace.
Relax, it's just stress! And USF's stress
management seminars offer keys to identifying and coping with potentially negative situations in your life.
Whether you experience eustress or
distress depends on you. Eustress (positive stress) serves to provide growth and
pleasure. Distress (negative stress) can
lead to disease or disability.
There are three basic ways of reacting
to stress: physical, mental, or mixed.
Physical stress types feel tension in the
body. They get jitters, butterflies, or the
sweats. Mental types experience stress
due to excessive worrying. Mixed types
react with both responses in about equal
measure.
Choosing a way to relax depends on
your stress type. Aerobics, swimming,
massage or other physical exercises are
ways to calm physical types. Meditation,
reading, watching a movie or escaping
into video games are stress relievers for
mental types.
Some other positive outlets include

mother, or better, the parent, of invention
Perhaps one problem is the image of
the stay-at-home parent. What do we
envision when thinking of a mother at
home with her kids? Classic suburban
life, station wagon and picket fence,
husband returning to a clean house and
dinner on the table? Instead of asking
ourselves whether or not to work, we
need to decide how we can make the
combination of work and family possible. Many parents, like my mom, can
work from home. I always figured that
was why fax machines were invented in
the first place. Some husbands and
wives have worked out schedules dividing the week, each spending two or
three days at home with their children.
If we, as future leading professionals, decide it is essential that we spend
the first few years of our children's
lives with them, the structure of the
workforce will continue to change in
that direction. Then we will be able to
consider the more challenging question
of how we extend that flexibility to
low- and middle-income parents and
single parents who are conforming to
set schedules. To transform policies and
create lasting change, we all need to
include the value of children within our
expectations before accepting any job.
How will we be able to build a responsive, creative, caring society if we don't
make staying at home with our children
a valued and viable possibility?

listening to music, shopping, watching a
movie, reading, writing prose or poetry,
exercising, deep breathing, or talking with
a spouse or close friend.
Dealing with stress in the following
ways are not only negative, but can result
in long-term anxiety which is potentially
life threatening. These include: using negative self-talk, yelling, drinking excessive
amounts of alcohol, drugs, or caffeine,
avoiding social contact, smoking, overeating, or not eating enough, and driving too
fast.
College students often ignore stress
and don't realize that stress can do real
harm. Students often ignore stress, hoping
it will go away, or even worse, they do
something detrimental and spiral down
and hurt themselves. Most students don't
recognize it is a real physical condition.
Stressful situations cause our bodies to
produce hormones that flood our system
and prepare us for "fight or flight."
Instead ofjogging or finding a safe way to
escape, we often ignore this condition.
Realize stress for what it is.
Sometimes by just knowing what you are
dealing with simplifies the problem
Contact the Career Counseling Center
at (727) 553-1129 for more information
about stress management.

For the grads
"Where I was born and
where and how I have lived
is unimportant. It is what I
have done with where
I have been that should be
of interest. 11
-Georgia O'Keeffe

"The world is all gates, all
opportunities, strings of
tension waiting to be
struck."
-

Ralph Waldo Emerson

"Don't be afraid to take a big
step if one is indicated. You
can't cross a chasm in two
small jumps.~~
-

David Lloyd George
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fights for rights

M1k~ Hennes~y

Nest assignment ed1tor
USF St. Petersburg graduate
assistants may or may not know
they have the option of joining a
union.
Since the early 1980s,
Graduate Assistants United has
been representing the interests of
the people jokingly known as the
university's slave labor pool.
"The most important thing
we do is negotiate and enforce
the basic contract," said Paul
Chambers, a doctoral student in
English rhetoric and composition, the chief negotiator for
GAU's bargaining council.
The union claims 40 percent
of teaching at USF is done by
graduate assistants ~long with up
to 80 percent of baste research.
Graduate dean Dale Johnson
disputes those figures, but he
agrees graduate assistants do a
lot of work. "They are a very
important part of the undergraduate experience and they play a
vital part in research. They are .
very busy people," Johnson said.
Another front-burner issue at
USF is the number of academic
hours a graduate student is supposed to take in order to qualify
for a stipend and a tuition waiver.
In what Chambers says is an
effort to make up for lost funding, Johnson has floated the idea
of raising the bar to 12 hours
from the current nine hours.
Johnson says his idea to make the
number of credit hours more
closely match the actual contribution the graduate assistants
make. "The extra hours would
come in the form of directed
research or directed teaching,"
Johnson said. According to
Johnson, this would not mean
extra work; it would simply
mean getting credit for work

that's already b_eing d~ne.
Chambers ts cautious about
the pr~posal and anything else
that mtght boost the amount of
work for gr~duate assistants.
Accordmg to Chambers,
whe~ the minimum_ number of
credtt hours ~as ratsed to nine
hours from stx, some departments added practicums to the
course selections to help make up

level of a living wage. However,
the immediate target is to win
health benefits for graduate assistants.
"We have to go to school fulltime, along with the work we do
at school. De-facto we are fulltime people, but they won't provide us with health benefits."
Current negotiations between
the union and the Board of
Regents
llwe have to go to school
come
to
an
full-time, along With the
~passe over ~e
tssue. A spectal
work we do at school. Dehearing master
facto we are full-time peohas recommended
pie but th
't
"d
that health insurI
ey won prOVI e ance be
us with health benefits. II
but so
_ Paul Chambers1 reg~nts
reststed.
Doctoral student issue now rests
and GAU chief negotiator with the state legislature.
.
As with any
the dtfference. "So~e of those other union, monitoring contract
are harder th~ semmars, ~orne compliance and protecting workare not. A heav~er workload ts not ing conditions is one of the main
needed. ac~~rdi~g to Chambers, jobs for GAU. Chambers notes
~ho satd, We re already work- that the current contract gives
mg our butts off."
graduate assistants five sick days
Not to worry, says Jo~~on, per semester and treats them in
the _so-called 1_2-hour rule ts JUSt general as full-time employees.
~ tdea and wtll not be enforced Union dues are one percent of the
m th~ upcoming fall semester.
grad assistant's salary. Chambers
. Ltke so_ many _other unioniz- said a major victory came when
mg efforts 10 Flonda, organizing the union went to bat for graduate
and winning the right to repre- assistants in some departments
sent graduate students was a long who were trying to force them to
and hard struggle. Chambers says make up hours over spring break.
the frrst unionizing effort began When confronted, Chambers
at the University of Florida in said, the departments backed off.
1971, _but it took an eight-year
Interested
battle m the court system before in
learning
the state Supreme Court reaf- more about the
frrmed the grad student's right to G r ad u ate
organize and bargain collective- A s s i s tan t s
ly.
United? Call
According to Chambers, the (813)
974union's ultimate fantasy goal is 4655.
to get stipends boosted to the
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Live music Wednesdays
Get your first domestic beer FREE
with USF ID
(limit one per day per student)

"What is important is to keep learning, to
enjoy challenge, and to tolerate ambiguity.
In the end there are no certain answers."
- Marina Horner
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416 Beach Dr., St. Petersburg
(727) 822-8888
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New grading policy to begin in fall

I
f
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By Chris Curry
·Nest staff writer
A "B" may never be the same
again for USF students. Starting fall
semester 2000, all USF teaching
staff will have the option of a plus
minus grading system. The system
will apply to undergraduate and
graduate classes and will
allow individual faculty
members to determine
the percentage range that
equals a particular letter grade.
Here are some hypothetical situations showing how grades could be
affected:
Vinnie gets a 90 percent in
Professor Bob Trotter's American
history class. Under the present grading system a 90 is an A in Trotter's
class and Vinnie gets a 4.0. But if
Trotter elects to use the plus minus system next Fall and gives a grade of A- to
students scoring between 90 and 93 percent, than Vincent gets an A- and a 3.667.
Or:
Janie gets an 88 in the same American
history class. Under the present system she
gets a B and a 3.0. But under the plus
minus system Trotter gives a B + to students with an 86 to 89 percent, so Janie
gets a B+ and a 3.333.
Dean of undergraduate studies Robert
Sullins' April 6 memo to faculty outlines
the plan, which the faculty senate designed
at their monthly meeting in February.
According to the memo, the decision
whether or not to use plus and minus
grades is left to individual faculty members who must "make that choice clear in
their syllabi that are distributed to students
at the outset of each semester."
In addition, faculty members who
teach in departments with multi-section
courses are given the option of establishing a "unitary grading policy" that must be
outlined in their syllabi. This option was
included to address student concerns about

,$

the "unfairness of not knowing in advance GPA under 2.0 and could land on academ- "so it only helped the students it couldn't
which section of a course might offer plus ic probation without ever getting a D or an hurt them. But I don't know if they'll
minus grades and which would not."
F. According to the plan, a C- will "satisfy allow that much discretion here."
Sullins was unavailable for comment, specified minimum requirements for
Reaction was mixed among some St.
but assistant dean of
grades of C" including core courses speci- Petersburg campus students.
undergraduate studies Curtis
"I think it sucks for
Wienker said that faculty
those of us who pass
"It's really nice for faculty because I
in multi-section
classes barely with a
hate it when a student gets an 89.
C," junior marketing
major Ryan Buttram
There's a huge difference to me
said. Buttram added
between an 89 and an 80 and I'd like to that he does not think
be able to reward the person with an the plus minus system
will harm the overall
89 with something better than a B."
GPA of the student
- Criminology professor Kim body and that a stuGPA will continLersch on the plus/minus dent's
ue to accurately reflect
grading system. his/her performance.
_______
Sophomore Tracy
fled in the undergraduate course cata- Schueler said she believes the new system
log and common prerequisites "unless will lower students GPA and that it gives
otherwise specified in the Catalog."
individual faculty too much discretion in
,.~
Criminology
professor
Kim
determining
a student's grade.
w
"It seems pointless," Schueler said.
Lersch, the sole St. Petersburg representative on the faculty senate, "An A should be an A and a B should be a
said the plus minus system passed B." Although Schueler doesn't like the
almost unanimously.
grading system, she said she would not
"It's really nice for faculty," avoid taking a class just because the
'
Lersch said, "because I hate it teacher used plus minus standards.
when a student gets an 89. There's a huge
Mary Kmetz, a graduate student in scicourses who use difference to me between an 89 and an 80 ence education, offered a different take. As
different books and assignments and I'd like to be able to reward the person an undergraduate at Penn State University,
then one another may also use different with an 89 with something better than a a school that uses the plus minus system,
grading systems.
Kmetz said she was saved from retaking a
B."
"The system will be in the syllabus disLersch, a USF graduate, said she was calculus course when she got a grade ofBtributed the ftrst week so students can frustrated as a student by the broad range instead of a C.
make an informed decision to switch sec- of performances that received the same
"Overall, I think it has its good and its
tions or choose another course," Wienker letter grade due to the lack of a plus minus bad points," Kmetz said. "But I think peosystem.
ple will appreciate it. It defmitely helped
said.
"We're the only university in the state me out as an undergrad."
Wienker said that the plus minus system defmitely offers some advantages. "I university system that is not on the plus
There will be no F+ or F- under the
think it will give faculty a little more flex- minus system," Lersch said.
new system. However, there will be an A+.
ibility in giving students grades that accuLersch has previous experience grad- The GPA for an A+ will be 4.0, the same
rately reflect their performance."
ing on the plus minus system at the as an A, but faculty will be able to put the
But he also identified some drawbacks. University of West Florida, where she cus- plus on students' transcripts to show that .
For instance, he said a marginal student tomized the system for the benefit of her they had among the highest, if not the
getting by with C's who gets two C's and students.
highest grade in the class.
two C- 's in a semester will now have a
"I just used the pluses," Lersch said,
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Come out of your shell!

the Cro\\ls ~est
is looking for writers,
graphic artists, copy editors,
advertising reps
photographers,
and all around creative people
Call Nancy Cosica, 553-1180
for an application.
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